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HiRISE:  
“The People’s Camera”

Images and DTMs are released on a monthly cadence: 
uahirise.org  / PDS

Targets entered in database by team members and the 
public.

“Public” includes schoolchildren, scientific colleagues, 
and YOU.

Additional updates regarding HiRISE, including 
instrument status, spacecraft health, and long-term 
prospects, are described in a blog post (McEwen 2019) 
at https://www.uahirise.org/epo/2019-apr-23/

https://www.uahirise.org/
http://Additional%20updates%20regarding%20HiRISE,%20including%20in-strument%20status,%20spacecraft%20health,%20and%20long-term%20pro-spects,%20are%20described%20in%20a%20blog%20post%20(McEwen%202019)%20at%20https://www.uahirise.org/epo/2019-apr-23/
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• HiWish Status - Feb. 2020 

• 9,726 registered accounts  

• 24,059 targets suggested 

• 720 new targets since the Dec. 2019 

• 10,318 public suggestions retired



1. Time-independent 
Observation Planning

• Target suggestions (Regions of Interest/ROIs) 
entered in HiWish (www.uahirise.org/hiwish/)– 
months or years before observation occurs

• create an account
• Science Theme Leads (STLs) prioritize within 

their theme
• E.g. Impact Processes
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http://www.uahirise.org/hiwish/
http://www.uahirise.org/hiwish/
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HiRISE Science Themes
• All suggestions need to be placed into an appropriate Science Theme (e.g., Aeolian, 
Impact Processes, Polar Geology, Tectonic Processes, Future Landing Sites etc.). Note 
that each theme page lists a description and contact person for that theme. 

https://www.uahirise.org/science_themes/
https://www.uahirise.org/science_themes/aeolian.php
https://www.uahirise.org/science_themes/impact.php
https://www.uahirise.org/science_themes/polargeology.php
https://www.uahirise.org/science_themes/tectonic.php
https://www.uahirise.org/science_themes/future.php
https://www.uahirise.org/epo/about/
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HiWish Submission

• Once logged in, a HiWish user can 
create a stand-alone, repeat, or stereo 
suggestion. From the log in screen, 
select the Create A New Suggestion 
link. 

• The Title will typically include a location 
and feature to be imaged (e.g., Crater 
In Meridiani Planum). 

 HiWish targeting portal for HiRISE

https://www.uahirise.org/hiwish/new
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HiWish Submission

• Once logged in, a HiWish user can 
create a stand-alone, repeat, or stereo 
suggestion. From the log in screen, 
select the Create A New Suggestion 
link. 

• The Title will typically include a location 
and feature to be imaged (e.g., Crater 
In Meridiani Planum). 

• The Science Rationale requires a short 
description of the intended objective, 
which tells the HiRISE team why this 
image should be taken. 

• The Special Notes panel allows the 
user to provide any helpful details they 
think might be beneficial for optimal 
science return when taking the image.

• Set your suggestion’s relative Priority 
(1-lowest to 5-highest) among the rest 
of your suggestions. 

 HiWish targeting portal for HiRISE

https://www.uahirise.org/hiwish/new
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HiWish Submission
Science Rationale Examples

•James Secosky  - The objective of this observation is to 
examine a lobe of a lava flow. The margins of the flow seem 
to be made up of many smaller structures, as compared to 
the center of the flow. The scene can be found in CTX 
image: P19_008595_2125.



HiWish Submission
Science Rationale Examples

•James Secosky  - The objective of this observation is to 
examine a lobe of a lava flow. The margins of the flow seem 
to be made up of many smaller structures, as compared to 
the center of the flow. The scene can be found in CTX 
image: P19_008595_2125.

•Edwin Kite - Constraints on the past atmospheric pressure 
of Mars are obtained if small ancient craters can be found 
(Vasavada et al. JGR 1993, Kite et al. Nature Geoscience 
2014). and ESP_047471_2015 shows large ancient syn-
sedimentary impact craters exist at this site. Hypothesis: 
Small craters exist too, meaning the atmosphere was thin at 
the time of sedimentation. Test: I have found that HiRISE 
anaglyphs are needed (and HiRISE DTMs are desirable) to 
confirm small ancient impact craters on Mars. Urgency: This 
image is to support first-year project of incoming first-year 
UChicago PhD-program student Alexandra (Sasha) Warren.



HiWish Submission
Special Notes Examples

•Matthew Chojnacki  - Cover full ROI ~50 k Bin1 lines - No 
Bin2 please. If data volume doesn't allow full coverage at 
Bin 1, cut lines in South/North but keep dunes centered.



HiWish Submission
Special Notes Examples

•Matthew Chojnacki  - Cover full ROI ~50 k Bin1 lines - No 
Bin2 please. If data volume doesn't allow full coverage at 
Bin 1, cut lines in South/North but keep dunes centered.

•Colin Dundas - Frost of interest will be in shadow for these 
images. This is deliberate--go ahead and image. Bin as 
needed.
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HiWish Submission

• The interactive map allows you to 
zoom in/out on various base-maps 
of Mars and locate a target region. 
If unsure about a region’s location, 
enter its name into the Find field. 

• Double clicking on the map 
places your initial target 
placement, then selecting it 
allows you to shift its location. 

Placing your HiWish target

http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/
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HiWish Submission

• The interactive map allows you to 
zoom in/out on various base-maps 
of Mars and locate a target region. 
If unsure about a region’s location, 
enter its name into the Find field. 

• Double clicking on the map 
places your initial target 
placement, then selecting it 
allows you to shift its location. 

• Data footprints for various other 
instruments (e.g., CRISM, CTX, 
etc.) can be toggled on or off using 
controls below the map. 

• Each of those instrument 
footprints links to the image in 
ASU’s Mars Image Explorer. 

Placing your HiWish target

http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/


HiWish Submission
• The lower HiWish panel allows users to request advanced options such as stereo, seasonal 

targeting, high resolution, or potential CRISM targeting. These options may delay image 
acquisition.

Advance HiWish targets



HiWish Submission

• Stereo targets – Stereo coverage for DTMs or 
anaglyphs can be requested. This can be 
accomplished by selecting and justifying a new 
stereo pair. 

• The lower HiWish panel allows users to request advanced options such as stereo, seasonal 
targeting, high resolution, or potential CRISM targeting. These options may delay image 
acquisition.

Advance HiWish targets

https://www.uahirise.org/anaglyph/
https://www.uahirise.org/hiwish/view/53364
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HiWish Submission

• Stereo targets – Stereo coverage for DTMs or 
anaglyphs can be requested. This can be 
accomplished by selecting and justifying a new 
stereo pair. 

• Alternatively, stereo completion of a previously 
acquired images may be possible. To do the 
latter, view the previous image’s suggestion 
HiWish page (e.g., 53364) and select “Complete 
As Stereo” under Options. Then provide a 
rationale.

• Note: completion for stereo images 
separated over several Mars years may 
not be optimal for DTMs if the surface has 
changed significantly (e.g., changes in 
dust, dune or ripple movement, some polar 
targets etc.), but can work well for more 
“static landforms”. 

• Seasonal imaging may be requested by 
adjusting the Solar Longitude toggle or selecting 
a specific Season (useful for high latitude targets 
which may have seasonal processes). 

• Repeat  targeting may be requested by entering 
the Number of Observations and, if desired, 
checking the box for Seasonal Constraints.

• The lower HiWish panel allows users to request advanced options such as stereo, seasonal 
targeting, high resolution, or potential CRISM targeting. These options may delay image 
acquisition.

Advance HiWish targets
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2. Time-dependent 
Observation Planning

• Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) plans two-week cycles 
with requests from all instruments (e.g., CRISM, SHARAD 
etc.).
• Planning starts ~3 weeks ahead of time

• One science team member works with one operations team 
member to plan entire 2 weeks of HiRISE observations
• Operational constraints: what’s visible, spacecraft keep out 

zones, downlink data volume, instrument temperature, 
other instruments observations and coordinated science…

• Prioritization according to that science team member’s 
preferences
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Why does it take so long 
to get my image?

STL 
Prioritization

Ongoing, but 
sometimes a 
delay

Cycle 
planning

3 weeks 
minimum

Cycle 
execution 2 weeks

Image 
processing, 
validation

Requires 
reconstructed 
SPICE, 1-2 weeks

PDS release Monthly to 
uahirise.org

HiWish 
Submission

https://www.uahirise.org/ESP_060176_2640
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https://www.uahirise.org/


What makes it more difficult to 
acquire my image?

Location
• Competition from other targets nearby/same orbit
• Latitude – polar easier but only ½ year

Using Advanced Options
• Stereo – requires 2 images, large rolls
• Seasonal constraints or repeats
• Limiting any viewing angles

Not Giving Enough Information
• Convince the STL and the science planners that 

you’ve thought about it and that it’s interesting
• It helps if you’re actively working on it
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Competitive Regions
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Syrtis Major/Jezero crater Meridiani/ExoMarsGale crater/InSight 

Valles Marineris



Other useful links and resources

• HiRISE website
• HiRISE Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) as well as 

locations with DTMs. 
• Database for past suggested HiRISE images 
• Science Themes 
• HiWish: The High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 

(HiRISE) Suggestion Tool. M. Chojnacki, A. S. McEwen, 
S. Byrne, C. Hansen, I. J. Daubar, R. Beyer, G. McArthur. 
LPSC (2020), Abstract #2095
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BACKUP
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Mars	Reconnaissance	Orbiter/HiRISE

• S/C orbital motion (Nadir) “pushes” sensor 
projection across ground 

• Line integration timing is identically  matched to 
orbital ground speed (~3.2 km/s or 19,200 mph!) 

• 25-32 cm/pixel (1 foot) 

• Sensor (linear array of pixels) integrates during 
motion of single pixel:  ~0.0001 second! 

•Launch date: August 12, 2005 
•



The Planning Cycle - why is it 
so Complex?

Complex planning cycle that requires several iterations between instrument 
teams and project to come up with final plan for the cycle - why?

- Must balance diverse science objectives of the instrument teams -> 
complex planning process!

- Spacecraft rolls are a limited resource that the teams compete for 
(time to roll to off-nadir and back is really the limiting factor)

- HiRISE, CTX, CRISM, & SHARAD all want the s/c to roll to their 
specific targets, while MCS and MARCI want the s/c to stay nadir-
pointing

- Coordinated science is extremely high priority

- Allowing instruments to coordinate with each other and “ride-along” 
on observations of other instrument teams requires multiple target 
deliveries from instrument teams
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Target Information

Target information includes lat-lon, science theme, resolution, 
season, request for stereo, and science rationale

Stored in a database used for planning, end-to-end 
traceability, and linked to final acquired observations
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